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In FARIA, Manuel Severim – Notícias de Portugal.

ON  JOURNEY AND TRANSIENCE 

T

Downstream view.
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1 Quoting Luís de Valdellano, the author of História de las instituiciones españolas, Humberto Baquero Moreno (1979: 9) 
notes that “the domestic trade of Leon and Castile in the Late Middle Ages was not too intense due to the poor state of the 
roads, the slowness of the means of transport and the acts of banditry suffered by mule riders and oxcart drivers”.

one should also consider one’s own homeland, where with little work one may achieve a reputation of greatness, and be 
consummated in any property or art, which he may profess. And, on the other hand, with how much work, spending, and perils 
can one can be exposed to during pilgrimages” (Faria & Vaz, 2003: 227).

3 Without contradicting it, we would not emphasise the itinerant fervour with which the author describes the Middle Ages, 
“a time of invasions and pilgrimages, of trading travels and fairs, of moving courts, of officers and judges who, due to their 
legal and management duties, travelled around; humanity still hadn’t forgotten the tribal nomadism that was part of its own 
origins, as highlighted by Bloch and others” (Almeida, 1973: 47). The examples provided by Carlos Alberto Ferreira de Almeida 
are, at all levels, extravagant: the rich and powerful travelled, as well as those who earned their livelihoods from journeys, such 
as merchants, hawkers or pedlars. Most of them, stuck to bonds that allowed them to support a family, have a roof over their 
heads and make ends meet, remained their entire life without crossing the limits of their parish.
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ROADS AND BRIDGES: RECORDS AND MEMORY

I

4  On the uses of stone and how this material is seen and used by the communities, please see Horácio Marçal (1958: 697-
755). It is interesting to read what the author of the Elucidário says about the bridges in the section “Ponte pedrinha”. “There 
is among us a large number of places that preserve this name, which resulted from the existence in some point in time of a 
stone bridge, which may still be preserved; thus being very common and often wooden bridges are, especially in lesser-flowing 
rivers. Here we see how João Duraens was sharp enough to include in his will the following article: «And I also command three 
“libras” [former Portuguese currency unit] to the Bridges of Covellas and Balsamom, when their wood is cut». Doc. of Lamego, 
1316” (Viterbo, 1865: 153).
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5 Gonçalo who, according to tradition was born in Arriconha, Tagilde, located in the current municipality of Vizela, was one of 
the most famous thaumaturges in Portugal during the Middle Ages. A marginal cult of the Catholic Church, which never considered 
him a saint, was adopted by the Dominicans in their “plan of pastoral renewal”, as Arlindo da Cunha (2003: 81-94) called it. In fact, 
this article attempts to build a hagio-toponymic inventory about the figure of Gonçalo of Amarante in the Douro Litoral region. On 
the legend associated with the construction of the bridge of Amarante, please see Jorge Cardoso (1666: 93). The construction of 
the bridge of Cavês (Cabeceiras de Basto) is ascribed to another religious man from the order of Preachers, Friar Lourenço Mendes.

6 On the bridge of Aliviada and its similarities with other stories about the “Devil’s bridges”, please read Silva (1992: 81-86).

North bank. Shrines. Church of Valadares (Baião). Triumphal arch. Painting. 
Saint Gonçalo.
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THE BRIDGE OF ARCO

T

7 As stated by the abbot of Folhada when he refers the bridge of Aliviada: “it was quite necessary because of the waters that, 
during winter floods, always submerge the rocks, making it impossible to cross over without a bridge” (Bravo, 1758).

8 On this river, please read what we wrote in Bridge of Fundo de Rua (Amarante).
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9 On the process of creating and building a bridge during the Medieval Period, please see Bridge of Veiga (Lousada).
10 Please read what we wrote in this regard in Bridges of Panchorra (Resende) and Esmoriz (Baião).
11 PORTUGAL. Depósito dos Trabalhos Geodésicos. Mappa do distrito entre os rios Douro e Minho [Material cartográfico/

Cartographic collection]. [Escala/Scale ca 1:193000]. Lisboa: Depósito dos Trabalhos Geodésicos, 1861. Available at www: <URL: 
http://purl.pt/22844/2/>.

Detail of the constructive mismatch. 

Upstream view.
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The Bridge as a token of collective memory

W

12 We often want to associate archaeological sites and heritage with different chronologies as if one part depended on the 
other or as if both were part of a heritage ensemble that is usually analyzed according to clearly anachronistic concepts and 
administrative divisions. 

13 Processo SIPA.TXT.01493297 a SIPA.TXT.01493262. According to the author of the memoir, the architect Fernando de 
Azevedo, “this was the bridge that ensured the road connection from Soalhães and Tabuado to Amarante in the Medieval Period, 
using the roads that passed through the hamlets of Burgo, Aldegão and Castelo, on the left bank of the Ovelha river, and Arco, 
Pedra da Légua, São Salvador do Monte, on its right bank”.

Upstream view (1977). Source: IHRU archive. Upstream view (1977). Source: IHRU archive.
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[NR]

14 Letter of February 4th, 1986, and signed by Fernando de Azeredo. The changes seem to have been conveyed through a 
complaint from a local political party.

Downstream view. Detail of the drainage channel. 
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CHRONOLOGY

1758: the abbot of Folhada mentions and describes the Bridge of Arco;

1982: by Decree no. 28 from February 4th, the Bridge of Arco was considered as a Public Interest Building;

1986: because it was a car passageway, the Bridge suffers a few setbacks, related to its parapet and paving;

2010: the Bridge of Arco becomes part of the Route of the Romanesque.
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